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LOVE IN THE MIRROR NAMED FINALIST IN TOYOTA 100 CARS FOR GOOD PROGRAM 

 

Toyota to Donate Vehicles to Local Nonprofit Organizations Based on Public Votes 

 

LONG BEACH, CA – SEPTEMBER 23,2013 – Long Beach-based organization, Love in the Mirror is one 

of 250 finalists in Toyota’s 100 Cars for Good program, which will award vehicles to 100 nonprofit 

organizations based on votes from the public beginning Oct. 1, 2013.  

 

Toyota’s 100 Cars for Good program will showcase five nonprofit organizations each day for 50 days at 

Facebook.com/Toyota. Visitors to the page will receive two votes each day to select two separate winning 

organizations they feel are most deserving of new Toyota vehicles.  Love in the Mirror will be one of the 

five organizations highlighted for voting on October 30, 2013.  

 

Local residents are encouraged to support Love in the Mirror in the quest for a new Toyota Tundra.  If 

Love in the Mirror receives the most votes and is awarded the vehicle, it will be used to pick up and 

distribute more donations throughout the community. It will also allow an economical way of transporting 

Jonas, their young founder, to the many speaking engagements he is invited to in schools and clubs all 

over the Los Angeles and Orange County area. It is at these events where Jonas feels he is making the 

most impact because he is reaching out to at-risk and impoverished youth and showing them anyone can 

follow their dreams and make the world a better place. 

 

About Love in the Mirror 

 

Love in the Mirror is the implementation of Jonas Corona’s (a 6 year old) dream of creating a better life for 

people in need of food, clothing and shelter in his community. We serve the needs of disadvantaged 

youth and their families within Los Angeles and Orange Counties. Our current programs provide food, 

clothes, toiletries and learning materials to these families. Since 2009, Love in the Mirror has helped over 

20,000 individuals with basic necessities. 

About Toyota. 



Toyota (NYSE: TM) established operations in the United States in 1957 and currently operates 10 

manufacturing plants. Toyota directly employs over 31,000 in the U.S. and its investment here is currently 

valued at more than $23 billion, including sales and manufacturing operations, research and 

development, financial services and design.  

Toyota is committed to being a good corporate citizen in the communities where it does business and 

believes in supporting programs with long-term sustainable results. Toyota supports numerous 

organizations across the country, focusing on education, the environment and safety. Since 1991, Toyota 

has contributed nearly $700 million to philanthropic programs in the U.S.  

 

For more information on Toyota's commitment to improving communities nationwide, visit 

http://www.toyota.com/philanthropy. 
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